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Undersea fiberoptic cable map 2018
Science News, June 14, 2018
A signal can circle the globe on fiberoptic cable in about 2/10ths of a second.
Light travels through cable about 30% slower than through a vacuum. Still, that's plenty fast!
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Cross section of
undersea internet cables
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Major US internet routing sites
from Frontline PBS

Notice the little green dot in Maine?
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There are "peering points",
where fiber cables to and from
Brooksville can join the larger
network, in Ellsworth and
Bangor (through Bucksport)
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WHERE
BROOKSVILLE
SUPPOSEDLY
DOES and
DOES NOT
have DSL
internet
DSL = Digital subscriber line
Speed is supposed to be 10/1:
is actually much less in most of
Brooksville: no new hookups
being offered
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Green lines in Brooksville are new, and probably due to
private "business fiber" lines installed at great customer
expense. These lines are NOT available to residential
customers, unless they pay the business rate. More of these
lines are being installed by those who can afford it: $8000$75000 initial cost plus $200-$800 per month.
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Actual Speed Test
Results from
mainebroadbandcoalition.org
Touch "run speed test"
and your test will appear
on the map.
Green dots represent
cell phone or satellite
customers
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Bringing Fiber to Residential Brooksville
~ The Federal Communications Commission gave money to CCI for the blue areas (map below)
~ CCI has 6 years to bring fiber directly to residences in the awarded territory
~ The fiber that will be offered is supposed to be 100 times faster than DSL's
~ CCI did not receive FCC money for bringing fiber to the white areas (map below)
~ GWI tried to get a grant to help the white areas (green dots below): it was shot down
~ There is nothing preventing someone other than CCI from doing the job faster than 6 years, if
it is a better deal for the town as a whole
~ Broadband Committee believes strongly that everyone in town should have equivalent access
regardless of location, and that 6 years is too long to wait.

Town: Brooksville, ME

Service Locations (Customer Premise)
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Fiber Drop

Does Brooksville have any fiber internet now?
Yes and No
The phone company (CCI now, formerly Fairpoint) is transitioning slowly to fiber from DSL:
~ less maintenance cost
~ copper wires are deteriorating
~ not hooking up new DSL customers
The fiber they have already placed on the poles (orange cables, you can see them)
~ were sized for serving the copper wires that go to homes
~ is not capable of serving homes directly
~ does not currently serve residential customers

Will Brooksville have fiber internet in the future?
Yes, but how far in the future, and under what conditions?
Internet service is NOT A STATE REGULATED UTILITY
~ the PUC has no jurisdiction over rates or who gets the service
~ because of this, Brooksville and other low-housing-density towns have been left behind
There are two basic models for providing residential fiber internet in the near term:
~ the Municipally Owned Dark Fiber Utility model
~ the Incentivized Private Sector model
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Municipally Owned Dark Fiber Utility model
~

Some experience in Maine exists: lots of experience in Vermont

~

A group of towns bands together: citizens vote to sign an Interlocal Agreement

~

The Agreement says the Towns will form a NonProfit Utility Corporation

~

The Towns appoint representatives to the Board of the Corporation (2 from each town)

~

The Corporation raises the money needed to build the system
*has the power to issue bonds, accept grants, undertake loans
*supposedly the Towns are not liable for bond or loan repayments
*revenue bonds are possible once the Corporation has a track record
*the track record can be established in about 3 years of operating success
*requires start-up capital: can be grants but requires local matching funds

~

The Corporation hires companies to do the fieldwork: including
Marketing, Installation, Monitoring system performance, Customer relations, Billing

~

The Corporation can contract out virtually all aspects of actually running the internet

Municipally Owned Dark Fiber Utility model
Advantages:
~
~
~
~

"Dark Fiber" means that multiple Internet Service Providers can serve customers in the
town, thus creating competition
Able to access tax free and low interest money
Local control
Is currently a favored option by ConnectME

Disadvantages:
~
~
~
~
~

Requires Towns to work closely together and harmoniously
Not clear how startup money will be raised
Not entirely clear that Towns completely off the hook for repayment:
depends on the type of borrowing.
Takes a long time to get underway and to build out the whole system
With local control come local responsibility for performance

Brooksville Broadband Committee is open to considering this model.
This is the only model being considered by Sedgwick.
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Incentivized Private Sector model
~

This is basically what we were trying to do for 3 years with GWI

~

A private company secures additional funding so that they can serve areas currently
unprofitable for them to serve. The amount of additional funding depends on their profit
goals.

~

The additional funding can come from government Grants or Loans directly to the private
company (GWI applied for both types and didn't get them.) Additional funding can also
come from private equity investments and private market rate loans. (GWI had both types of
funding.)

~

The Towns can also raise some, or all, of the additional funding needed, through taxes or
General Obligation Bonds

~

The private company may want an exclusive right to serve customers in the Town with
FIBER internet (other companies could provide wireless, cell, satellite etc.)

~

The private company is responsible for all aspects of actually running the fiber internet.
Marketing, Installation, Monitoring system performance, Customer relations, Billing etc.
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Incentivized Private Sector model
Advantages:
~
~
~
~
~

The private company is entirely responsible for system performance
If the Town pays for part of the system using GO bonds, as long as the Town owns
that part of the system, it can be paid for with low interest tax exempt debt
Less bureaucracy involved: no need to set up local multi-town Corporation etc.
Is currently not disallowed for State and Federal grants
If the private company has reasonable profit goals, the system can be cost competitive
to the customer

Disadvantages:
~
~
~
~

All the disadvantages associated with raising GO Bonds and/or Taxes
Loss of local control and no dark fiber means the private company can't easily be fired
for nonperformance
Entering into an agreement with a private company for a 30 year period: past
performance should be a key component of the evaluation of the deal
Potentially shipping tax dollars out of state, depending on the firm chosen

Brooksville Broadband Committee is open to considering this model, a hybrid
model, or any other model that will achieve our goal of universal access at
affordable prices with minimal risk to the Town. Hence, the RFP.
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Our RFP
~

Right now has 4 towns participating: Blue Hill, Brooksville, Deer Isle and Penobscot

~

Is vendor neutral: any of the recognized, qualified companies can propose.

~

Does not present a predetermined design for bidding: rather allows vendors to propose
creative solutions

~

Is focused on the business proposition rather than technical analysis, realizing that the
qualified companies will do their own technical analysis regardless of what information we
provide.

~

Responds to the needs that residents have clearly expressed to solve the problem "yesterday".
We are asking for work to be completed by the end of 2023, (subject to a reality check from
proposers).

~

Does not require the establishment of a Municipally Owned Dark Fiber Utility, but does not
exclude that possibility if it proves to be the most efficient way to achieve our goal.
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Our RFP - Next Steps
~

Contracting Authority (Selectmen) sign the consulting agreement with Mission Broadband

~

Consultant reviews our RFP and suggests any needed modifications

~

RFP is issued to a list of qualified respondents, developed with assistance of consultant

~

Responses are evaluated, with assistance of consultant

~

Decisions are made on the best response

~

Work begins on next steps, to be determined depending on outcome of responses to RFP

~

Consultant is available to assist with explanations to the public
(the "remote and dispassionate expert effect")

~

Funding is available for this work in the Town Broadband Account
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